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ABSTRACT 
Mechanisms of thyristor turn-on wore studiede 
An attempt was made to relate the 'on, plasma 
spreading velocity to the small signal current 
gain value of the n-p-n transistor section of 
the thyristor, 
The extent to which the thyristor turns on 
initially largely affects the speed of turning- 
on the device. A model is proposed to calculate 
the initial turned-on area of thyristors. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Silicon controlled rectifiers or thyristors are 
basically the semiconductor version of thyratrons, 
A dotailed introduction to the historical background 
and basic principles of operation of the device has 
been given by Raderecht (1)* Early publications on 
the device include those of Moll et al (2)9 Mackintosh (394). 
Jonscher (5-, 6), Misawa (7)9 Yuzmin (8pq), Somos (10911)9 
Muss and Goldberg (12)t Gentry (13)t Aldrich and 
Holonyak (14). 
In briefg a thyristor is a four-layer p-n-! p-n 
dBvicep constructed as if a p-n-p transistor is 
comected to a n-p-n transistor as shown in figure le 
The device has two stable states in the forward 
directiong i, eo with the anode biased positively with 
respect to the cathode. In the 'off' state, the device 
blocks voltagest which could be as high as 6 IN, with 
only a minute leakage current of the order of milli-' 
amperesp or less, passing through the device, In the 
'on' stateg the device rjay conduct a high foniard 
current, coo. 1000 A in large area devices, while the 
anode-to-cathode voltage is of the order 6f I to 2 volts. 
Switching of the device from the 'off' state to the 
'on' state can be achieved by; 
a) ApplyinG a high enough gate current to the p-base 
layer of the dovice*9 i*eo gate triggering, 
I 
b) Applyine a steep enough ramp voltage across the 
devicep i*eo dv/dt triggering. 
c) Applying a forward voltage higher than the breakover 
voltace ( VBO ) of the devicet i. e. voltage trier. ering* 
d) 
. 
ShininG liCht onto the p-base layer of the device, 
i. e. liGht triegering. 
The most conunonly used method for switching the device 
$on' is gate triggering. 
The requirement for switching thyristors to the 
tont state is that the sum of the small signal alpha 
values of -the two transistor sections is equal to or 
greater than unity; i, e, 
c4rno 4a r1mro 
>,, I 
whore C>ý,,,, is the small signal low frequency a, c, 
common base current gain# alphaq of the 
n-p-n transistor section* 
CK'V, t. is the small siGnal low frequency a. c. 
common base current gaing alpha# of the 
p-n-p transistor section* 
When the device is switched lonfq It cannot be 
restored to the ? off' stite by merely disconnecting the 
gate drive, because positive feedback of carriers inside 
the device keeps the sum of the alpha values of the two 
transistor sections in excess of unity. Switchina 
the device 'off$ requires the anode current to drop 
below the value of the holding current* This is normally 
achieved by disconnecting or reversing the voltage across 
2 
it* By doing so, the excess carriers inside the deviceg 
while it is in the 'on' Btate# are removed either by 
recombination or Bwept out of the device; the sum of 
the alpha values drops below unity and the device 
switches off. 
Attempts have been madtf to produce devices that can 
bo switched off by a negative gate signalq i. e. gate 
turn-off devices* However,, this has always been more 
of a theoretical than a practical interest, Reversing 
the gate bias to extract excess carriers out of the 
device would create a high lateral current flowing in 
the gated base region. This would develop a high bias 
across the cathode p-n junction in the region furthest 
away from the gate contact, As a result, the cathode 
p-n junction in this region would breakdown and remain 
in the Ron' state, whereas the rest of the device would 
remain 'off'. All the load current would then be 
crowding in this lont region. The high current density 
thus created could destroy the device, 
In the past decadeq thyristors have mainly been 
used as high power or. fast switching elements*and 
development has been maizily directed towrads problems 
relating to power dissipationt for-ward-and reverse 
blocking capabilities (15), fast turn-on (3.6,17,18,19, 
20921), fast turn-off (11)9 and high di/dt (14,22,239 
24) or high dv/dt ratings (1,11,25). 
Larger area devices are being used to accommodate 
the high currents that flow while the device is #on'. 
3 
High resistivityp a wide n-basep and bevelling of *the 
surface whcre the Junctions emergep have made higher 
blocking capabilities possiblep while regenerative 
gates and gold doping are used to achieve fast 
switching, Shorted-emitters are employed to short 
out any displacement currents arising from suddenly- 
applied high bias voltages across the devicep thus 
enabling better dv/dt ratings to be achieved, 
di/dt failure'occurs when a fast-rise high 
forward current is allowed to flow through the device 
at the beginning of the tons states As the 'on' region 
has not yet spread far enough to reduce the current 
density in that area, high power dissipation resulting 
in excessive thermal stress leading to mechanical 
stress can cause failure. This remains a continuing 
problem of high powerg fast turn-on devices. Research 
was directed towards obtaining a larger initially 
turned-on area and faster spread of the plasma. 
Rine gate and regenerative gate devices were then developed 
to initiate such a larger area and a faster turn-on, 
Cordingly (26) developed an acoustic technique for 
investigating the di/ckt capability of the device non- 
destructively. Iloweverg it is felt that if there is 
any method of estimating the spread of'the initial 
turned-on plasma by using some simple mea-surements of 
basic parameters of the device-, it would Give some 
insight into the di/dt. capability of the device. 
4 
As the width of the p-base layer in part determines 
the plasma spread (27) under specified conditions, such 
as a C; iven 'on' current through the device# it was 
hoped to relate the n-p-n current gain value of the 
device to the spreading velocity of the plasma. The 
width of the p-base which determines both spreading 
velocity and current gain should thus establish a link 
between the n-p-n current gain valuos and the spreading; 
velocity and the di/dt capability of the device. The 
n-p-n current Cain values were measured using the 
three terminal method (28) proposed by Fulop and the 
spreading; velocity was obtained by using the probing 
technique (29930,39) described in Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF THE di/dt PRODLEM 
General 
As outlined in Chapter 19 failure of thyristors 
will occur when a high current is allowed to fl6w through 
the device within a short time after the device has switched 
on. This is attributed to the high current density in 
the turned-Dn region which results in high power 
dissipation leading to thermal and mechanical stress 
in that area. A limit is thus imposed upon the rate 
of rise of the forward current that is to flow when 
the ddvice is initially turned-on; this is normally 
referred to as the di/dt rating of the devicee 
The task of improving the di/dt capability 
of thyristors was tackled by previous workers in 
different ways* The General trend was cithor to increase 
the initial turned-on areaq ao as to Give a lower initial 
'on' current density (16-922#31), or to initiate a faster 
spreading mechanism by using auxiliary structures 
inside the device (18j19121), Higher gate drives and 
longer gate-to-cathode perimeter lengths were employed 
to enlarge the initial turn-on area. Howevert as. higher 
input gate power is required to switch the longer gate 
perimeter structure, these devices are less sensitive 
to trigger currents. Regenerativet inverse gate$ and 
auxiliary gate devices were thus designed whereby the 
6 
'on' current flowing through the initial 'on, portion 
of the device is used as a secondary gate drive to 
turn on other parts of the device* Auxiliary Gate devices 
also have a disadvantage# as these devices operate by 
first turning on the auxiliary or secondary thyristorg 
and then transferring the load current from the 
auxiliary thyristor to the main thyristor, The auxiliary 
device switches 'off' after the 'on' process is completed. 
This means that in the steady tons statel a certain area 
of the devicel equil to the aroa of the auxiliary thyristor, 
is 'wasted$ because it does not take part in carrying 
the 'on' current& Perhapsq the best type of device to 
use in achieving high di/dt ratings is the regenerative 
gate devices which have proved to have ratings of the 
as 
order of 60OA/usec at 1W, "against the normal 30 to 10OA/jusec 
for large devices, 
The study of the di/dt problem would not be complete 
without considering the velocity of spread of the $on' 
plasma. Investigations into the mode of spreading was 
tackled both theoretically (32,33,34,35) and experimentally 
(20,36-, 37,38,39,40). Bergman (33), Longini and 
Meingailis (32) derived expressions for the plasma spreading 
velocity based on the puýe diffusive flow of carriers. 
Deviations from the #diffusive models were observed (299.30) 
at hiah #on' current levels* This was attributed to the 
fact that hieh lateral potential differences from the 
'on# to the 'off' region exist which would influence 
the spread. of the 'on' plasma (30), Ruhl (27)9 Somos (10)t 
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Somos and Piccone (34) thus developed the 'lateral bias 
model' of the plasma spread which was based on the lateral 
field from-1he #on' to the 'off$ region of the device. 
2,2- The diffusive model 
Work on the diffusive model were first published 
by Longini and Melngailis (32) and Bereman (33). In this 
modelg the diffusion of minority carriers from the long 
to the 'off. ' reCion is considered to be the only mechanism 
responsible for the plasma spread* As the carrier 
densities in both base regions of the IonI rogiong 
according to the current densityp can be a few order 
of magnitudes higher than those appropriate to the 'off' 
region, carriers will diffuse down their concentration 
gradient from the 'on' to the 'off' region* This lateral 
diffusion of carriers is equivalent to tho injection 
of gate current from the tons region to the $off$ 
recion. The 'off, region next to the 'on' region will 
turn on when the sum of the p-n-p transistor section 
alpha values reaches unity* This newly turned-on region 
then contributes carriers to the neighbouring 'off' 
region. The process repeats itself and so the plasma 
spreads, 
The velocity of propagation of the turned-on 
region was derived by Longini and MeInCailis throu. -h 
the use of the continuity equation. The spreading 
velocity was assumed to be uniform throughout the 
a 
spreading process. Any electric field along the base 
regions that might influence the diffusion of carriers 
was considered to be negligible, Alsot p-base and n-base 
layers were assumed to be of equal thicknesses, With 
these assumptionsg Longini and HeIngailis arrived at 
the following expression for the spreading velocity 
.1 
I ... 
2.2. 
-fl -*-)----- (%) 
oj 
where 
2F 
&s the flux of carriers that is fed to the 
'off' region per unit base thickness per unit 
length of-periphery of the tons region 
is the diffusion constant of minority carriers 
is the minority carrier lifetime 
0, is the thickness of each base 
WID is the maximum carrier density at the periphery 
of the $on' region 
From thist it can be seen that Longini and Melngailis 
have made two rather questionable assumptions* One is 
the unifoirin spreading velocity throughout the process 
and the other is the equality of the two base thicknesses, 
In fact# during spreading, carriers are diffusing out 
of the #on' region so that the carrier concentration 
gradient from the 'on' to the 'off' region will drop 
as the spreading progresses't thereby reducing the speed 
of lateral flow of carriers* This will lead to a gradual 
decrease in the velocity of propagation of the son$ region 
during the-process unless the di/dt value of the forward 
9 
Per o%; S 
current is h; Lgh enough to compensatet Alsog in order 
to stand high voltagest the lower doped n-base is normally 
much thicker than the p-base, Longini and Mýlngailis 
however, have assumed the base thicknesses to be the 
same and thus their derivation has overlooked the variation 
of the spreading velocity and the differences in base 
widths. 
Bergmang though using the same modelq gave the 
spreading velocity of the long region in terms of the 
rise-time of the 'on' load current pulse as followsq 
'J- 
.sý1.4-8 
ý 
tl 
where t) is the ambipolar diffusion constantp taken 
as the mean of the electron and hole diffusion 
constants, 
tr is the rise-time of the load current pulsc4xra 
lies in 41he ý. %sec. regien. 
Ifereq the rise-time is defined as the time taken 
for the load current to rise from 109ý to 90ý, of its 
final value* This must not be confused with the rise- 
time defined by Misawa (6) which is the time taken for 
the load current to rise from 10ýý to 90ý; of the value 
at which the centre junction switches on, Even for 
non-inductive loadst t6 load current at which tho centre 
junct. -Ion of the device switches on might not be the true 
final value as the voltage across the device might not 
have dropped to a sufficiently low value. This is due 
1W. *i"Ched r-v% be'%3z VCXVC to the hiGh resistance Of th6__"--_o_: -_nLrrej; ions which ha-s not 
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yet beenbconductivity modulated. One could well say 
that the rise-time Used by BerGman is the rise-time of 
the circuit load current* 
As can be seen from equation (2)9 Bergman has also 
assumed a constant velocity of spreading, 
2.3 Lateral bias model 
The lateral bias model is based upon the 
potential difference appearing between the font and the 
lofff regionsv laterally across the device. Immediately 
after the device is switched on locallyq the centre 
junction of the 'on' region is forward biased whereas 
that of the 'off' region remains in reverse bias. As 
the total voltage drop across the device at this moment 
is only a few voltsp charees in the base regions redis- 
tribute themselves* The result of this is that the 
bias on the emitter junctions 
a ý'r-rDm forward to reverse 
and the centre junction has a much lower reverse bias. 
A larae lateral potential difference thus appears 
across the device from the 'on' to the 'off' reGion, 
The direatiýn of this electric field aids the flow of 
-majority carriers from the 'on' to the 'off' reGiong 
resulting in a rapid spread of plasrn; 4, 
As this spread is a consequence of the electric 
field acting upon the Charge carriers, it would lose 
its significance when the active 'on' region is 
-41, e conductivify-modulated and the carriers are in a, n ambi- 
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polar state, The region in which this field is effectivet 
usually referred to as the transition regiong is only 
a small distance from the edee of the active reGion, 
The width of the transition reeion# lt was found by 
Bergman (31) to be 
t ': V, -. -ý Y-----------( 3) 
where VS is the spreading velocity of the plasma 
and J_'V is the rise-time of the load current pulse. 
Ruhl (27) has estimated 1 to be within the range 
6 to 18 thousandths of an inch (150jum to 460)=). 
This lateral biasing effect on plasma spread was 
described by Gentry (36), Somos (10,32) and Gerlach (28). 
Howeverg for some years not much attention was paid to 
the mode of spreading based on this effect* Detailed 
analysis of this model was not published until 1970 
when Ruhl (25) and Somos and Piccone (32) eave accounts 
of their work, 
Having assumed the spreading velocity to be a linear 
function of the lateral hole current and the lateral 
field in the transition region to be a constant; Ruhl 
arrived at the expression 
Amk7 
where Ve, is the spreading velocity 
is an unspecified function independent of Je 
and temperature 
M. is a multiplier dependent on current donsitys 
recombination trap density and energy level 
k is the Boltzmann's constant 
T is the absolute temperature 
q is the electronic charge 
i is the instantaneous emitter current density e 
at the edge of the active 'on' region 
Jo is the p-base n-emitter junction reverse 
saturation current density 
C, is an unspecified function independent of J 
lie then modified equation (4) such that it would 
still be applicable even at low current densities. The 
final equation was 
%r A mkT +C 
where X is a constant of valua usually near 1 
C is a function of the change in sensitivity 
of the inactive region to gate current. 
2.4 Experimental work rolating to the plasma spreading 
modfals 
In 19669 Dodson and Loneini (29) carried out 
a number of experiments to observe the dependence'of 
spreading velocity upon other parameters such as load 
currenty p-basb widthp temperature etc. Their results 
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showed some deviations from the th-eory of Longini and 
Melngailis. It was concluded that some of the deviations 
might have resulted from neglecting the lateral feild 
appearing in the p-base region. 
The experiments were performed on rectangular devices 
. as shown in figure 2* The n-emitter was etched off at 
one end4of the device for gate connection., Islands 
through the n-emitter layer were also made along. the 
device whereby tungsten probes could be lowered down 
to make contact with the p-base. Arrival of the 'on' 
plasma at a particular island was detected by reverse- 
biasing the island and observing the reverse-bias current, 
The times taken for the plasma to reach the islands were 
recorded by photographing traces on the oscilloscope* 
Spreading velocities were then calculated by dividing 
the distance between two islands by the time taken for 
the plasma to spread from one to the other, The results 
obtained for spreading velocities were found to lio 
within the range from 0.02nun/lisec to 0-5mm/psec. In 
sun. maryg the results and conclusions that Longini and 
Melngailis presented are as follows;. 
(a) At low currents, the spreading velocit Yvs is 
proportional to the load current Is whereas at high 
load currentst v3 is proportional. to In where -the 
value of n varies between 2 and 
(b) The prediction that the spreading velocity decreases 
as the distance from the Cate contact increasesq was 
III 
not always true* This was considered to be the effect 
of the asymmetrical geometry, e, g, the non-uniform 
-not "*"J, % b^41 
f. 
base thickness# of the deviceý Some of the deviations 
might be due to differences in load current rise-time 
as they had a tendency to occur more frequently at high 
current levels. 
. (c) Spreading velocity increases as base width decreases, 
As predicted by Longini and Isolngailis, different values 
of base width change the spreading velocity because there 
is a resultant change in the carrier density present in 
the IcnI regiont and thus affects the carrier concentration 
gradient from the 'on' to the 'off' region. 
The spreading velocity increases with temperature 
at low load current levels and stays independent of 
temporraturo at high currentsq in accordance with the 
theory of Longini and NeIngailis. 
(e) The spreading velocity is independent of anode- 
I 
to-cathode voltage across the device prior to triggering, 
(f) If a gap were to appear across the entire emitter 
of the deviceq the plasma would still spread across it. 
This was attributed to the difference in emitter junction 
bias between the ton' and toff' region, The higher forward 
bias at the 'on# emitter region would set up a lateral 
potential difference between the 'on' and #off' regions 
which would cause the n emitter in t4e 'off' reei. onj 
near the gap# to inject carriers into the p-base thereby 
turning on the, device at that point. A certain delay 
in plasma spreading would certainly occur when it reached 
the gape The delay period would depend upon the value 
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of load current. 
In the same. year as Dodson and Longini pubjished 
their experimental work on plasma spreadingg Gerlach (. 30) 
also published measurements on spreading velocity employing 
similar techniques. Having a similar device structureg 
Gerlach obtained the time delay of plasma arriving at 
individual islands by measuring the increase of voltage 
at the probes* The probe voltage gives the value of 
forward bias across the emitter p-n junction together 
with the voltage drop due to the transverse path resistance 
of-the p-base, This emitter junction potential would 
rise as plasma approached, and, at high current densities 
it could reach a value of about 1 volt, Voltages appearing 
at other probes where the device is still lofft were 
prevented from rising by the high lateral resistance in 
the p-base. 
Gerlach's photographs of probe voltages showed an 
initial negative valpe before rising to the final voltage. 
This was due to the fact that although the whole of the 
device was not turned-ong the anode and cathode metallisation 
caused the bias across the device to be the same in both 
Ions and 'off' regions. Charge redistributlýon occurred 
at the region where the device was 'off'*. The cathode 
p-n junction capacitor charged up while that of the central 
p-n junction discharged* The consequence of this was. 
a reverse bias on all three junctions. The negative 
probe voltage recorded before the plasma spread to the 
probe was due to this reverse bias on the emitter p-n 
junction* The value of spreading velocity varied from 
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0.0.33m-li/psec to 0-074mm/)lsec., Alsot spreading velocity 
values for currents lower than 10 A could not be accurately 
determined as the plasma did not spread far enough. 
Gerlach's results showed good agreement with Bergman's 
theory at low currentsv However# at high currentsq as 
. the load current rise-time remains unchanged with the 
load current employedt the experimentally-obtained spreading 
velocity values were much highor than the theoretically 
calculated ones* The discrepancy becomes greater at the 
highest current densitiesq where the diffusion constant 
drops and results in a decreased theoretical value* 
also the results do not support Bergman's theory for 
the influence of temperature on the spreading velocityq 
Assumipg the current rise time to be independent of - 
temperature and the diffusion constant to be proportional 
to T-3/2p the theoretically-calculated spreading velocities 
over the temperature range -20 
0c to 14o 0C were lower than 
those determined experimentally, 
Gerlach suggested that the differences between the 
theoretical diffusive model and exporimental results 
for the -variation of spreading velocity with respect 
to load currents were due to the neglect of the lateral 
bias present between the tont and lo'fft regions.. The 
lateral biass which increases with increasine load 
current would, enhanco the plasma spread, lie also 
suggested that the increase in experimentally measured 
spreading velocity with temperature was due to 
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to the lower triggering current required to switch the 
device on. 
Ruhl (27) also made his measurements on spreading 
velocities by observing the delay in the rise of the 
n-emitter-p-base junction voltage along his devices, 
Instead of rectangular experimental structures as used 
by Dodson. and Loneini and by Gerlacht he employed circular 
amplifying-gate davices with emitter shorting dots, 
Contacts to-the p-base were made by probing down to the 
demetallized shorting dots. 
His results showed that; 
(l)- For a given 'on' area current density, the spreading 
velocity remains fairly constantq independent of radial 
position# once the plasma had spread beyond O, Icm, of 
the gate contact, For the Longini and Melneailis theoryt 
Dodson and Lonaini rewrote equation (1) as 
VS S 
where S is the peripheral length. 
The spreading velocity is a function of the peripheral 
length which in turn is a function of the radial distance. 
0 (2) The spreading velocity is a linear function of 
the logarithm of the #on# area current"depsity a. 3 predicted by 
the lateral bias model. 
The p-base wid. th affects'the spreading velocity 
significantly. A thinner p-base increases the value of 
and thus enables the device to be more sensitive 
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to triggering current, Also a thinner p-base would normally 
have a higher lateral resistance which would impose a 
higher bias across the emitter p-n junction for a given 
lateral p-base current. 
(4)* No first order correlation be tween n-base width 
and spreading velocity was found, 
(5) Emitter shorts acting as a parallel shunt to the 
emitter p-n junction would lower the active area current 
density, The consequence of this would be'a reduction 
in spreading velocity. 
Devices made without gold doping gave faster 
spreading than gold-doped devices of similar structure. 
Without shorting dotsq, devices without gold doping showed 
a speed of spreading about five times faster than gold- 
doped devicese The presence of gold in the p-base lowers 
the minority carrier lifetime and hence the transport 
efficiency and the current gain. This means a drop in 
sensitivity of the device to ggate triggering current 
or the sensitivity of off, region to the lateral p-base 
current. The plasma spreading velocity would thus be 
lowered. 
t, ; -j jýVen 09 , 
t. t- 
-- 
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CHAPTER 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
Specimen Structure 
Devices used for the experiments in this 
project were specially prepared rectangular devices 
having structure as shown in figure 3. Structural 
details of each of the four batches of devices used 
are shown as in Table 1, Since the use of connections 
to the inner p-base of the deviceg in spreading velocity 
measurementsp by probing through tiny little 'windows' 
in the cathode with micromanipulators could be tediousq 
six gold/boron gate dots surrounding the cathode as 
shown in figure 3 were made* Each of these dots could 
be used individually as the gate of the device or for 
direct measurements of arrival of plasma in the plasma 
spreading velocity measurements described in the 
subsequent section. Silver wires were soldered onto 
ihase dots and cathode for electrical connections* 
Fluxless solders were used in order to avoid contamination 
and Daker's fluid was used to facilitate soldering, 
Soldering was done by fir: st applying solder onto the 
dots and a point on the cathode of the device which was 
already placed on a hotplateo The temperiture of-the 
hotplate was just high enough to wet the solder* The 
end of the silver wite where it was to be soldered onto 
the device was coated 'With solder by using a soldering 
iron, The wire was then carefully brouGht down to the 
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appropriate dot or cathode where solder was'applied and 
the temperature of solder was then raised to its melting 
point by using a very fine soldering iron. Extreme care 
and steadiness of hand were required when making these 
soldered jointspotherwise the device could easily be 
damaged. 
All devices used were supplied by Westinghouse 
Brake-English Electric Co. Ltd. 9 Wiltshire# England@ 
Measurement Techniques 
One aim of the work in this thesis was to 
*relate the small signal a. c. alpha values of the equivalent 
transistor sections inside the device to the spreading 
velocities of the switched on plasma* The experimental 
work was in two stages; firstly to measure the spreading 
velocity of the plasmas andp secondly. 
the measurement of the smal'L sienal a. c. current gains. 
The technique for measuring plasma spreading velocities 
used here was similar to that described by Dodson and 
Longini (2939 Gerlach (30) and by Bassett, HoCarth and 
Newman (39)e The spread of plasma was observed by recording 
the voltage rises with respect to the cathodes, at-the 
various Igatel dots along the device. Time taken for 
the plasma to spreaX from one'dot to the other was recorded 
by photoeraphina voltage traces on an oscilloscope. 
The distance between dots- was. measured from centre to 
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centre of the dots. Spreading velocities were then 
calculated by dividing the distance covered by the plasma 
spread by the time taken* 
The circuit used for this measurement is. as shown 
in figure 4. The apparatus was as set up as shown in 
Plate 1* 
operation of the circuit can best be described by 
analysing it into three parts; viz. g parts 
(a)q (b)l 
and (c) as shown in figure 
Part (a) is a half -wave rectifying circuit* The 
use of the transformer and variae as shown made possible 
the choice of a particular voltage to be imposed across 
the device* The diodesconduct in the positive half 
cycle of the a. c. voltage thus allowing the LC circuit 
of part (b) to charge up* Durina the negative half 
cyclet the diodes ceased to conduct and prevented the 
capacitors from discharging, The resistor and capacitor 
used in this part of the circuit acted as an output 
filter for ripple reduction* The value of the resistor 
used was thus chosen to be much higher than the impedance 
of the capacitor. 
Part (b) is an LC transmission line* When the test 
device was triggeredg the capaaitors discharged*witli a 
time constant Governed by the Inductance and capacitance 
values** A current pulse width of desired duration could 
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thus be obtained by having different numbers of LC 
sections and combinations of inductance-capacitance 
values. The inductors used were air-cored and the 
capacitors were oil-filled, Insulated copper wires 
were used for winding the inductors. The-number of 
turns required for each inductor-were estimated by 
calculating the inductance value needed for the 
desired current pulse-length# about 600 )isec for the 
test devicesg together with the diameters of the 
I 
copper wire and the inductor to be made* Oil-filled 
capacitors were used because of the high voltage 
and large capacitance values required in this circuit. 
The oil-filled capacitors used were 24o pp. 6oo v 
d. c. working. 
Part (c) is the output circuit which includes a 
liquid loadq the test devicet dec,, voltmeterg gate 
pulse generatort oscilloscope with a four-channel 
plue-in unitt a Polariod camera mounted on the 
oscilloscope and a 0.023a coaxial shunt. 
The liquid loade consisting of 1 mi. of 98dp' 
sulphuric acid added to 699 mi. of water and immersed 
in a water bath at room temperaturet was used as an 
accuratep non-inductive resistor while providing adequate 
c6olir, C for hig. "-& load currents, As sulphuric -acid iiý aqu- 
eoust care was taker; to ensure that the'acid itself did not 
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absorb enough moisture to lead to any noticeable dilution, 
A mark was thus made on the side of the beaker to indicate 
the correct level of the solution when freshly made up* 
Acid levels raised above this mark woulAsubsequently mean 
a dilution of the acid as a result of absorbipg moisture 
from the ambient. A fresh solution would then be made 
UP* 
The test device# unencapsulated and having the 
structure shown in figure 3, was held down by a clamp 
for electrical connections. The arrangement is as shown 
in Plate 29 details of which are as shown in figure 5* 
One of the Cate dots at the end of the device was used 
-for gate triggering. Four of the remaining*seven, located 
at different distances from the gate triggering dot were 
chosen to observe the spread of the 'on' plasma. Each 
of these four chosen dots are, connected to an individual 
channel of the four-channel plug-in unit of the oscillscopeo 
The Icommont terminal of the oscilloscope was connected 
to the silver wire that was soldered to the cathode of 
the device, The reason for making this connection 
instead of directly connecting the 'common' terminal 
of the oscilloscope to the cathode rodq which was 
connected to the cathode of the devicet was because 
at high load currentsl the series resistance of the cathode 
rod with the stray resistance could lead to a voltage 
drop as high as 0*5; volto This could lead to the rise 
of the cathode p-n junction voltaGeq indicating the 
arrival of plasma and of. the order of I volt, picked 
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up by other silver wires not being clearly observed. 
The test device was triggered by a single-shot gate 
pulse operated manually from a gate-pulse Cencratort 
the circuit of which is as shown in figure 6*. The pulse 
from the gate pulse generator has a sharp leading edge 
and a value high enough for immediate triggering of the 
device when applied. The oscilloscope used was a 
Tektronix typeg and the four channel plug-in unit was 
tektronix type lA4. The controls# time base tAlt 
single swoepq d. c. inputq positive d, &c# external trigger 
synchronised to the gate pulse generatort were used on 
the oscilloscope* All channels that were to be displayed 
. on the oscilloscope were chopped, 
Photographs of traces 
of the four channels were taken with a Polaroid camera. 
After a number of trialsq an oscilloscope beam intensity 
of 4*5 and scale illumination of 8 were found to give 
the best results* 
When taking photographs of the tracest the 6hutter 
of the camera was held open before triggering the device. 
Photographs of the plasma spread, load current pulse 
and voltageedecay across the device were taken. The 
scale of the time base used for these photographsg though 
it might. vary between batchesp was the same for a single 
device so as to simplify the analysis of the results 
subsequently. 0 
When taking photographs of the load current pulses 
one channel on the oscilloscope was used* The oscilloscope 
2,5 
pick-up probe was connected across the co-aXial line. 
The voltage thus observed divided by the resistance of 
the co-axial lineq i. e. 0.023A, gave the val-pe of the 
load current, 
One channel of the oscilloscope was also used 
when photographing traces of anode-to-cathode voltage 
decay across the devices. In order to display the trace 
adequately on the oscilloscope for analysiss a 10 MJL 
resistor in series with an oscilloscope pick-up probe 
of xlO attenuation was used to give x20 attenuation 
of anode-to-cathode voltages, 
Typical photographs taken by the use of these 
techniques are shown in figure 
Methods of measuring small signal a, ce alphas were 
described by Fulop (28)t Crees and Hoaarth (41), and 
by Raderecht and Hogarth (42). The technique used here 
was as. preViously published by Fulopq Fona Yant Joadat- 
Ghassabi and Hogarth (43) and was based on the fact that 
the current gain of the p-n-p and n-p-n transistor 
sections cut off at different frequencies* Thus measuring 
the device the I common-gate t a, c* current gain 
as a function of frequency could be used to separate 
out the n-p-n and p-n-p alpha values, 
0 
A typical plot of O(e versus frequency is as shown 
in fij; Ure 8* The first drop in the plot is due to tho 
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alpha cut-off of the p-n-p, transistor section whereas 
the second drop is due to alpha cut-off of the n-p-n 
transistor section, 
Considering the two-transistor analogue of a thyristor 
as shown in figure 19 it is clearly shown in the diagram 
that 
P-P 
Thus t 
Assuming a frequency variation of and Ot TOP to be 
Cý (7) 
+ 
where and Oýp,,, are the low frequency current- 
Gains of the n-p-n and p-n-p transistor sections 
and rr,,,? are the alpha cut off frequencies 
of the n-p-n and p-n-p transistor sections 
and is the imaf; inary number, 
Putting equations (7) and (8) into (6). we have 
4. . s_. 
. 4:. 
£1 
------- -- (9) 
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at low frequencies where 
ý << ýv np << 
ý 
A? ".. I 
a, p"* 
I-& 
? "To 
this is the first plateau value of the plot in figure8. 
At ý= 
TP 
"? 
. 707 cý f nf., 
At frequencies where 
cxt 04ý? "C, -ft- C>4v%rlno 
At ý= Vnpn, 
- 
' 
. 
to 01, e 0.707 
Thus-a plot of Oee as a function of frequency could 
give the knowledge of small-signal, low frequency, a. c. 
alpha values and alpha cut-off frequencAos of the two 
equivalent transistor sections in a thyri3tor. 
The circuit used in obtaining this plot is as shown 
in figure 9. The filter network shown was used to filter 
out any noiseq ripples and unwanted a. c. sIgnals from 
the high-tonsion stablised power supply* The signal 
generator that feeds an a. c. signal into the gate of 
the hyristor was coupled in parailel with the direct 
-or Cate current power supply through a coupling capacit 
in order to avoid direct current flowing through the 
output circuit of the generator. Identical values of 
ra and rk were used to facilitate direct measurements 
of CX, as - 
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yo, = .ý- --ý L- -U0, C, ýe -r = 
Low resistance values of ra and r. were used to 
minimise feedback which could give a false measured 
alpha value. A resistance of 5-7j-L was chosen entirely 
because of the availability of components. Five high- 
stability carbon resistors connected in parallel were 
used for each of the two resistors to minimise drifts 
in resistari. cb. values. The absolute-values of the resistors 
were measured on a bridge. Carbon resistors were chosen 
to avoid any chanee In impedanco with variation of 
frequency which would probably occur in wire-wound 
resistors. The same reason explains why va and v. were 
measured to give the ae valuesq instead of directly 
measuring the a. c. anode and cathode currents as most 
a. c. ammeters have built-in inductive components which 
would again lead to falze readings of the a, c, circuit 
current resulting from changes in circuit impedance with U. 
frequency* Measurements of ra and rk were made using 
an a, co valve-voltmeter covering the entire experimental 
frequeficy ranget doubly-checked by using an socilloscope. 
Noise generated in the circuit and equipments*were kept 
to a minmum by using a s; ngle common pointg and coaxial 
14here screened cables were used a4m; appropriate.. The whole 
experlmental arrangement is as shown in Plate 3o 
During the early stages of this experiment when 
provina the suitablilty. of the circuit, considerable 
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effort was spent in finding the best combination of 
equipments and comPonents. Testing of the circuit was 
carried out with over 30 Westinghouse production samples 
of various sizes and structures# having power handling 
Capabilities that ranged from low power to high power* 
in Conerals the circuit proved to be reliable and adequate 
except at very high frequencies$ depending on the device 
dimensionst when positive feedback was observed. 
I At hieh frequenciesq values of which depended, upon 
the geometry of individual davices t the c4e versus 
ton. wel frequency plots &how an increase as shown In figure 10. 
This effect was found to be due to positive feedback 
from the output circuit into the input circuit. via the 
- reverse biased VEO Junction capacitanceg analogous to 
the Ifiller effect, An alternatine anode current that 
was fed back into the gate circuit enters. the device 
aeain and effectively increases the input gate current 
resulting in a higher output anode current, The. 
consequence of this is a higher a*c, anode-to-cathode 
current ratio# i. e. a higher Oe, At still higher 
frequenciest the impedance of the V DO capacitance drops, 
leading to a more severe. feedback thus pushing the measured 
value even higher* This capacitance feedback 
effect is significant for the test device's as most of 
them Ihave a large cathode area which would yield a hiZh 
VBO capacitance valdee 
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Despite the fact that positive feedback occurrinj; 
in this mode did nott for all but a few devices, set in 
until the second drop of the plott and thus would not 
interfere in the measurements of dp-p, or 9 an 
attempt was made to reduce this unwanted feedback. The 
principle of a tuned circuit was employed whereby a 
variable inductance was connected between the Cate and* 
anode connections of the device as shown in fiGure 11, 
The capacitanbeg Cp was connected in series with 
:I 
the variable tuning inductor to isolate any d, c, voltage 
and/or current that appeared in the anode circuit from 
the input Gate circuit* When the inductance value of 
the-variable inductor L was varied such that, the series 
combination of L and C connected in parallel with the 
junction capacitance$ Cj# of the device rosonates at 
a particular frequency# the tuned circuit would appear 
to have infinite impedance to any ac. -sie*nals of that 
frequency* In other wordst a. c. sienals in the anode 
r. ircuit was provonted from feeding back into the. 'gate 
circuit by the resonatin, -, tuned circuit, 
Experiments cond4cted in this manner showbd the 
second drop determined bý quite neatly. Howeverg 
on some devicesl this drop had a different slope other 
than the 6 dD per octave as expected in transistorse 
This effect could be accounted for by the loadine effect 
0 
of the C; ate-cathode input capacitanco of the device on the 
tuned circuit7which indicates the. Oý, N,, drop. The validity 
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of this to tune out stray capacitance which would cause 
positive feedback from anode to Cate, was tested on a 
range of devices of different geometrical structures* 
Plots of O<, against frequency were measured on devices 
with and without inductance tuning. It was found that 
inductance tuning affectalthe &e value only for 
frequencies above 100 klize Below 100 kHzg the plots 
were the same whether the tuned circuit was used or not. 
This meant that the Ceedback capacitance did not cause 
a low enoug)i'impedance to introduce positive feedback 
for the davices tested. 
As mentioned aboveg as inductance tuning*, would give 
an incorrect oeýT, dropp hence giving a false cut- 
off frequency# the use of inductance tuning was kept to 
a minimun. In factq it was used only when the second 
plateau did not show up properlyg such as in curves (3) 
and (4) shown in figure 10. By using inductance tuniAg 
on devices that exhibitelplots similar to curves (3) and 
(4) in figure 10t the second plateau of the plot- could 
normally be seeng though-after the n-p-n transistor 
sectioh began to cut-off# the loading effect of the gate- 
to-cathode capacitance on the tuned circuit Cave a false 
(ý'/, e value* As the aim of this experiment was to obtain 
the alpha values of the two transistor septions in the 
devicet i. e, the two plateau values of ae the 
knowledge of the 0e., *, cut-off frequencyg though useful 
was not essential. After the circuit was proved to be 
suitable for tho experiments# the. specially-made 
. 
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experimental devices described previously were measured. 
Plots were made at all contacts to the devices that were 
involved in the spreading velocity measurements, In 
order to simulate the device during the spreadt alpha 
measuremants at a particular dot, were made at an anode- 
to-cathode voltage equivalent to that observed on the 
photograph as the plasma spread to that dot, Different 
d, c, anode current levels were used so as to allow 
extrapolation of the alpha values obtained to the point 
of switching-.. The values at the point of switching were 
then used to relate io the spreading veloci4vy values* 
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CHATTER 
RESULTS 
Introduction 
The results of the experimental work are 
shown in two parts, The first shows the results of 
spreading velocity measuremnnts whereas the second 
gives the results of current gain measurements, Four 
batches of specially-prepared rectangular devices as 
shown in figure 3 were used, Details of their design 
are quoted in Table 1. 
4,2* Results of spreading velocity measurcments 
Typical photographs recorded in this 
experiment are 3hown in figure 7- Figure 7(a) shows 
the gate current triggering pulset figure'7(b) shows 
the load current pulse when the device is triggercdq 
. figure 
7(c) shows the probe voltages during the passage 
of the plasma spreadingg and figure 7(d) shows the 
anode-to-cathode voltage decay after the device is 
triggered. All devices were triggered at an anode-to- 
cathode voltage of 350 v6lts. The load current pulse 
widths, when the current had dropped to 90% of its 
inaximum value was 600 psec. The spreading times 
between the voltaGe probes were taken as the time 
a 
difference for the voltaGes at the probes to reach 
90% of their final values. Table 2 Gives a summary 
of the results* The spreading velocity values shown 
. 31, 
in Table 2 are the average values obtained in each 
batch. The number of devices used in each batch 
varied from four to six. 
4.: ).. Results of current gain measurements 
4.: ). 1. Results showing the positive feedback effect 
of the V BO 
junction capacitance 
. 
Figure 12 and figure 13 show plots of effective 
current Gain against frequency for two-test devices* 
Table 3 C; ives the design details of the two devices 
whichq unlike the devices of Table 1 and Table. 2t were 
enc4psulated production devices and were merely used to 
test the circuit used for current gain measurements. 
As shown in the plotst both devices showed peculiar 
readings at high frequencies ( dotted lines). Howeverg 
inclusion of a tuning inductor as described in Chapter 
and varying it at each frequency to Give a minimum value 
of effective current gaint Cave a drop as shown by the 
solid lines, This enables the second plateau to be seen 
adequately. Howevert the slope of the drops in effective 
current gain values thus obtained deviates from the 6 dB 
per octave drop as given-by classical transistor theory 
for current gain cut-off* This is due. to the loading 
effect of the tuning inductor on the diffusion ca7paciýance 
of the n-p-n transistor section which governs the current 
gain cut-off of tha; section, Inclusion of the inductor 
in the measurements of current Cain values would thus 
give a false reading on the n-p-n transistor current 
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gain cut-off frequencies. The only advantage of using 
the inductor is that it would show up the second plateau 
more clearly* 
4.: )., 2., Results on experimental rectangular devices 
In obtaining these resultsq the tuning 
inductor was not used as all devices showed the second 
plateau adequately although the current gain values 
can be seen to ris6 at high frequencies, Typical results 
obtained are shown in Table 4t Table 5 and Table 6. 
The plotted values are as shown in figure 14, figure 15 
and figure 16, The current gain values of the n-p-n 
transistor section are given by the effective current 
gain value of the second plateau and the p-n-p transistor 
section current gain values are calculated as followsp 
as oe 
Cýeo ^0 
ro 
thereforog 
i*o. the difference in effective current gain. values 
of the'. two plateaux is divided by the low'frequency, 
initial plateaug current gain value. 
Current gain measurements at each dot# or 
probep were performZd at an anode-to-cathode voltage 
as observed in the spreading velocity measurements 
when tie probe voltage reached 90%7of its naximun. value. 
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This scheme was adopted because it was believed that 
the operative current gain should be measured at a 
voltage across the device while it is being turned-ong 
which is the particular device voltage when that portion 
of the device near the probe in question turns on. 
Thus it seems appropriate to measure the current gain 
at the particular device voltage when* or just beforeg 
that portion of the device turns on rather than at the 
off state voltage of the device, 
With the anode-to-cathode voltage chosen as describedg 
current gain versus frequency plots were obtained at 
each probe vith increasing steps of direct anode current 
until the maximum measurable anode cyArrent value nearest 
the point of suitching was reachedo The n-p-n and p-n-p 
transistor section current gain values were then deduced 
fron. the plots and plotted against the anode cur-rent 
values, The plots were then extrapolated to the point 
of switchingt estimated by recording the anode current 
value at which the device switchast which yields, the 
current gain values at which thatIportion of the device 
switches* The average current gain values for an n-p-n 
transistor section obtained for the experimental batches 
of devices are as shown, fn Table 7- 
Owing to some unknown reasonst plots on batch N208S4 
devices were not satisfactory* The current gain values 
fell off continuouslý after the first drop and no second 
plateau was observed* 
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5-. 1. Device desil.; ns affecting the spread of plasma 
5.1.1 The values of current Gains of the n-p-n and 
the p-n-p transistor sections 
The values of current Gains of the two 
transistor sections-in a thyristor are important in 
governing; the speed of turning on as well as the plasma 
spreading velocity of thyristors. As described in 
Chapter 29 plasma spreads in thyristors as a consequence 
of the turhod-on region contributing enough carriers to 
the neiGhbouring 'off' region so that the sum of the 
current Gain values of the n-p-n transistor section and 
the p-n-. p transistor section equals to unity, From this 
one would expect thyristors having high current Gain 
values when it is 'off'# 'will have high plasma spreadini; 
velocity values when it is turned on* Devices are normally 
made with much higher current Gain values in the n-p-n 
transistor sectiont notwithstanding the influence of the 
shorting dots which at low current levels depress the c., 4 
valuesp because of the much shorter minority carrier 
transit time in the p-base layer* This is desirable 
because gate trieeerine currents are normally applied to 
the p-base, so a high value of current Gain of the n-p-n 
transistor section would mean that the device can be switched 
'on' by a much smaller current, i. e. the device is more sonsitil 
In order to obtain high current gain values of the 
n-p-n transistor sectiont the following points have to 
be noted# 
a) p-base layer width and impurity doping 
The width of the p-base layer should be made 
thin in order to reduce the minority carrier transit 
time thus leading to a good base transport factor. 
Also the p-base layer should not have too high an impurity 
doping level in order to have a good emitter efficiency. 
b) gold dop#ig 
Devices are'normally doped with gold to obtain 
a fast turn-off time. by 'killing' the minority carrier 
-0%65 lifetime, Howeverp-44 reduces the value of the current 
gains of the two transistor sections by shortening the 
diffusion length of carriers thus resulting in a lowered 
plasma spreading velocity. Also, it will give a higher 
forward voltage drop across the device because of the 
increased resistances of the p and n layers* The 
increased resistance would result in a higher emitter 
junction voltagev causing higher carrier injection 
across the junctiont and. thus enhance the spread of 
plasma'* 
Emitter shorts 
Emitter shorts are incorporated in the 
cathode of the device primarily for better dv/dt capabilities 0 
as described in Chapter 1, It would also shorten the 
turn-off time of the device by shuntine excess carriers 
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out of the p-base layer when the device is turningoff. 
Howeverg emitter shorts would impede the spread of plasma 
by shuntinlý excess carriers out of the p-base layeir 
while the device is turning one A careful design of 
emitter shorting patterns should therefore be required 
to compromise between these effects. . 'Alsop as detailed 
in Chapter 6, careful design of emitter shorting patterns 
can lead to an increased initial turn-on area which is 
important for Good di/dt capabilities. 
5o2o Discussion of results 
As described in the previous sectiong devices 
with high values of current gain in the n-p-n transistor 
section should lead to a higher plasma spreading 
velocity. Iloweverg from Tahle 2 and Table 7, no clear 
correlation can be obtained between these two parameters. 
Devicos of batch R393S6p although having lower values 
of current Gain in the n-p-n transistor section than 
those of devices from batch LT5S4 and batch N6S79 have 
a value of spreading velocity higher than that of the 
other Iýatches, This does not confirm the argument 
described in section 5.1.1. The fact that n-p-n transistor, 
section, current gain values of devices from 
batch R393S6 are so lowv althouGh they were not doped 
with goldq could be explained in two ways, 
1) The p-n-p transistor section current Gain values ) 
of not-Cold-doped deýices are hiaher than those of devices 
doped with Cold. As devices will switch on when the sum 
or their p-n-p and n-p-n transistor section current gain 
4o 
value reaches unityt devices having a higher value of 
current Cain in the p-n-p transistor section wouldq 
at the point of switchinap have a lower value of the 
n-p-n transistor section current Gain* 
2) There might be some "frauds" in the processing of 
this batch of devices such as having been alloyed at 
a temperature which was too high* For alloy-diffused 
devicost if the alloying temperature is too hiCht Cold 
from the gold/antimony foil will diffuse excessively 
into the p-base layer and act as recombination and 
trapping centrese This will result in a lowered 
value of current Gain in the n-p-n transistor section, 
in the worst caset Cold will diffuse appreciably across 
the*p-base from the gold/antimony foil and short circuit 
the central p-n junction (V BO junction 
The fact that devices of batch R393S6 still have 
a relatively higher value of spreading velocity, for 
a much lower value of n-p-n transistor section current 
Cain values, might be explained by the density of 
unwanted gold diffusion just described, Gold diffused 
from the Cold/antimony foil should not have a density 
as hiah as in devices from batches N6S7 and N5S4 which 
were deliberately doped with Cold, This might first 
appear to argue against the explanation just given 
for the low n-p-n transistor current J; ain values of 
devices from batch R393S6. Howevert as can be seen 
from Table Iv-devices of batch N6S7 and N5S4 were 
alloyed with a much thicker Cold/antimony foil to LA 
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Give a much thinner p-base in order to maintain thb 
n-p-n transistor section current gain values at a 
reasonably hiGh level. Thus the above arZument for 
a low n-p-n transistor section current Gain value 
for devices of batch R393Sý can still be maintained. 
The much lower density of Cold in the p-base of 
devices from batch n39356 means that these recombination 
and trapping sites will be filled up quickly by excess 
carriers when the plasma is spreading across the-device, 
Once these sites are saturated# the influence of them 
on the spread of plas . ma will be minimal and the plasma 
will spread much faster; The values of the plasma 
spreadinG velocity shown in Table 2 are the average 
velocities of spread between the measuring probes and, 
in keepine with the argument just mentionedt devices 
of batch R393S6 have a slightly higher value than those 
of batch N6S7 and N5S4. Alsog assuming the argunient 
is to be valid, the alloying temperature for alloying 
not-gold-doped devices is much more critical than that 
of Cold doped devices* This may explain why no clear 
correlation can be found. between the n-p-n transistor 
section current gain values and the values of plasma 
spreading velocity. 
0 
The low spreadinZ velocity values observed were 
due to 
a) 'Ihe low ton, current density of typically 75 A/cm2- 
'when the device was completely I on 
I 
durinG measurements. 
This low current density in the Io4f region will result 
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in a low excess carrier concentration gradient from the 
'on' to the 'off' region in the base layers* This will 
thus lead to the low spreading velocity values observed. 
At the lower current densities in the 'on' regiong plasma 
sticking will occur because the lateral current that flows 
into the 'off' region will noi be high enough to cause 
switching, This is referred to as the 'static spreadf, 
b) The emitter shorts that were incorporated into the 
test devices, As emitter shorts will short out any lateral 
current in the base A layer that arrives in their vicinity, 
they will hinder the spread of plasma and thus lead to a 
low value of spreading velocity. 
Although the current density inside the device during 
plasma spreading is an important factor affecting the 
spreading velocity# small signal current gain measurements 
were not performed at the current densities observed 
during spreading because of the difficulties in simulating 
this dynamic process* Perhaps this is another reason 
for not being able to correlate the current gain measurements 
to the spreading velocities observed. 
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CHAPTER 
THEORETICAL DEVELOMIENTS 
Introduction 
Present theories concerning the evaluation 
of the spreading velocity of the turned-on region in 
thyristorsp either the diffusion model or the lateral 
bias modelg have paid little attention to the area of 
the initially turned-on region. The diffusion model 
describes the plasma spread by latvral diffusion of 
excess carriers down iheir concentration gradients in 
the base layers while the lateral bias model relates 
the spreading velocity to the load current density 
that is to flow through the device while the plasma 
spreading takes place. As the excess carrier concentrationj 
the current density inside the device and the carrier 
concentration Gradient are all functions of both the 
load current that will flow through the device and, 
the area of the initially turned-on regiong a knowledge 
of the initial turned-on area of the device seems 
imperative in the calculations of the spreading velocity 
of the tons plasma and the. evaluation of power 
dissipation in the initial stage of the 'on, cyclej 
6,2, AssumPtions made in evaluating the initial 
turned-on area' 
In the evaluation of ini7tial turned-on area 
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in thyristors shown in section 6.3, the following 
assumptions were made; 
1) Effective base resistance looking in from the Cate 
contact is only the lateral resistance of the p-base 
material between the Cate contact and the first ring 
of emitter shorting dots. Thus negliCible gate current 
is assumed to flow past the first ring of emitter shorts. 
2) p-base thickness is much smaller than the lateral 
length of the cathode p-n junction* Thus the base 
resistance looking in from the Cate contact is hiCh 
and will cause varyind injection alone the cathode 
p-n junction* 
3) The thickness of the p-base layer is very much 
smaller than the diffusion length of minority carriers. 
4) The depletion layer spread at the VDO-Junction 
(central p-n junction) occurs primarily in the n-base 
side of the junction because of the difference in 
doping of the two regions* 
5) No recombination of carriers that constitute the 
gate current occurs in the p-base layer; i9ee the .' 
gate current remains constant, 
Assumptions (1) to. (4) can readily be seon to be 
reasonable assumptions. 'Validity of assumption (5) 
can be proved as follows; 
Fieure 17 shows a two dimensional representation 
0 
of the device, The variation of gate current with y 
can be obtained by considerina the line equations of 
44 
its flow in the p2 layere 
We assume 9 
to be the gate current flowing into the 
device 9 
to be the common base current Gain of the 
n2-p 2 -njL transistor section of the deviceo 
to be the cathode current density, 
L to be the width of the device in the z 
direction as illustrated in figure 17, 
and also that c, 4, is independent of y. 
Thus p 
00) 
Equation (10) is a general equation which covers- 
finite values of JK and C4 If we considor 'the limiting 
t 
case for which 
21L 
---). o xhan J will also tend to zero, 219 K 
If we consider JeO so that there is no injection and 
the only minority carriers are generated thermally 
to a recombination current, then c< must equal leading 
zero in the absence of cathode current and equation (10) 
remains valid. 
Differentiating equation (10) with respeci to ys 
sv 
zo 
As$ assumina current flow is due to diffusion onlyq 
'n 0 
wpt ý=%:, ' w -13 v', T-3- 
£ ex? k IT 
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where Dn is the diffusion constant of electrons 
n P2 
is the excess minority carrier concentration 
in the p. layer 
v P2 
is the width of the p. layer 
v is , the voltaCe across the cathode p. -n P2n 2y * 
junction and is a function of y 
q is the electronic charge 
is the Boltzmann constant 
T Is the absolute temperature 
therefore, 
-2ý JK 
-* 
kT 
jr, 
ý lý 
Alsov putting 
= 
ef, 
equation (11) becomos 
(44) 
I+- 
Or 91=0 02) 
WT L v4p 
The boundary conditions to equation (12) are, 
at y= Ot 19=1a (0) = >ý, 
where X is the input gate current 
at y=y so 
because J0 for y>y S 
Le t$e be A and integratino equation (12) Ci%, csg kTL Wpa. 
0 
'b A 
ý4+2 cj =V1 
wh(,., ro 1jr is the constant of intceraýion. 
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Soparatina variables and inteCratinZ, 
K Al. ' 
2J-K j7 
+ 
4-K ý' YZ 
1c, 
P-A K 
j. 
J-K : E-3 
J'z * [K, >, 
- 
Ile t 
B JK 
e 
Since "'. is expocted to be only a little larger Chan 
. 
PF 
then clearly D*. ->l. 
, 
Gi- (j2AK 
or 
JWW -9- Be I 
-) 
2AL 
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Equation (13) can be proved to be valid by substitutinS QP 
the boundary conditions, thus 
at y= 09 1 (0) =X= 
2K 9-1 AK K L::: 
A( 
(9 
eE-uzK- 
. 
at y ys CYS 2K 
15, eZA- 
K- 
if ZAK 
- Is; >I e> 
K 
Alsop from equation (13)t substituting the boundary conditions$ 
at y= ys is 
or . : ýB =2V, 9's 
AA!! ý 
at y Ot equation (13) becomes 
Y, A0 
(It. -. ) 
case 1) for '-: 13 =0 which means neeliGible recombinationg. 
2. AX 
2 
or 
recalling that ; N. is the input gate curront and 90 
coinparing it with equation (15), it gives 
G0c YS 
Hencog current supplied to. the gate contact flows out 
completely through the first emitter shorting dot without 
beina reduced by recombination along its path. 
caso 2) for 
wxý. 
-, - 0 
i. e. <A? s%<O 
x 
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Againg comparing this with equation (15) means 
1 
90 >I gys 
In this casep as is clearly understood# recombination 
of gate current carriers is taken into account* Henceg 
gate current appearing at the first shorted emitter dotq 
Ys has a value smaller than that of the input gate current. 
In order to show that whether the gate current can be 
approximated to a constantg independent of y. ioeog 
negligible recombinatignt equations (10) and (13) were 
usedl 
-6 is 12-(i- oct 2*> 
3ýc co) * i. e. 
. 
Z! j 0=K-2A7, 
- = 
as and 
12-v- 
= 4-A 
or 
IÄ 
-(%- o(2. ý Jk CO: ) 
txý 79 
3. 
As 4 means of testing-the general validity of 
equation (15a), reasonable numerical values for device 
2- -1 N5S4 were substituted* Dn was taken to be 30 cm see 
the resistivity f of the base layer was set as 1 ohm-cmg 
and o<,, was the value 
; 
stimated just bofore switching 
and was taken as 0-776. It was found for devices 
havina I 
Go = 
4o mil that IG 
YS 
had dropped to. 99.7ý of 
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the value of I Go 
for V9=o. 6 Vp and to 96.4d,, of 1 90 
for VC= JV, This justifies the assumption previously 
made that Ig may be approximated as a constant from 
the Cate contact to the first emitter shortina dot, 
For values of VG less than 0.6 V the approximation is very 
close indeed. 
6.: )* Evaluation of the initial turned-on area 
The initial turned-on area can be estimated 
by first examining the profile of the voltage across the 
cathode p-n junction of the device. We shall consider 
initially a commonly used thyristor. This normally 
incorporates a particular pattern of emitter shorts. 
Direct Cate current will flow from the Cate electrode 
to the cathode metallization via the emitter shorting 
dots, These will impose a varyinf; bias across the cathode 
p-n junction in a manner similar to the emitter fringing 
effect in transistors, With reference to figure 179 
voltage drop across the cathode p-n junction is given 
by 
where Vjo is the voltage across the cathodo. p-n 
junction at y=0 
is the resistivity of the -P2 region 
06) 
A 
P2 
is the cross-sectional area of the V2 layert 
looking 1ý from the cate contact. 
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Usin(; assumption (5) as stated in section 6,2 gv-sto-nt 1 
equation (16) can be written as 
Z jr, 5 A?, 
_ 
9 CI-7) 
As it was assumed that all input Cate bias drops 
between the input and the first emitter shorting dots 
situated at y= ysp the voltaGe across the junction at 
YS is thus equal to zero* SubstitutinG this condition 
into equation (17) yields 
,1S= \15., 
V?., 
Equation (17) would'first appear to give a linoar 
variation of bias across the cathode Junction up to the 
first rinC of emitter shorts* Howevere at higher voltages 
across the junctions say above 0-7 volts a compara-tively 
high injection level occurs across the emitter junction, 
with consequent conductivity modulation of the p2 layer. 
Sehematic plots of equation (17) are shown *Jij fiCurc 3.8. 
The slope of V 
cl VS 
A. xj 
is proportional to 
at higher V values 
versus y plot$ ioeo 
A 
As e,, is a function of V. 9 
because of the conductivIlty 
modulation of the p2 layer, the schematic plots show 
a nori-lincar variation for hiCher Vj valuebo To a 
first approximationg a linear variation of Vi with y 
'was assumed for all bias voltaGes across the junction, 
As will be shown later$ tho calculations used in 
obtaininG the initial turnod-on area isl in partt 
based on illo voltaf; e across tho cathode p-n. junction# 
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this approximation would lead to a sliChtly smaller 
predicted initial turned-on area, 
The varyinf; bias across the cathode P-n junction 
as Given in equation (17) will induce non-unIform 
carrier injection along the junction. * The current 
density flowing through the p-n junction is relatod 
to the bias voltage by the equation 
pjýC = 3, 
c .( 
P-: K? 
-v\ k-T 
-%) 
where 10 is the saturation current density 
18) 
and n is a number having a value of either I or 2. 
If the switchi2jS non" condition of the device can 
be described by the cathode current densityO -which . 4,. s 
a function of ys the initial. turned-on area can be calculated. 
This can be done by comparing the cathode cuirrent density 
'with the device breakover current density ijj two terminal 
operation and which is the minimum value of cathode 
current density for the device to switch on. in t, %*,; o- 
terminal operation, as the cathode current is equal to 
the anode currentl the cathode breal-. over current density 
is equal to the breakover current divided by the area 
of the devices Thust 
where J is the cathode breakover current density KB0 
1330 is the breakover current 
A- is the area of the cathode K 
in practice, not the whole of the device turns on uniformly, 
A --- AV : Tica 
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It will be assumed that only that part of the - 
- cathode junction area for which 
J, (y)>, J KB will switch 
on and this in fact will be defined as the initial 
turned-on area. Because of the very much higher cut-off 
frequency of the n-p-n transistor section compared to 
the p-n-p transistor, It will further be assumed that any 
part of the J, (y) profile including that exceeding J. 
B 
has time to establish itself before the device switches 
one Figiwe 19 shows schematic plots of J. versus y. 
Intersection of the-plot with the breakover current 
density value (J Y"B 
) defines the boundary of the tons 
area. 
Comparing equations (18) and(19)9 the boundary of 
the initial font area is at JK Jy hence 
e. Kp 
I%- V-Tr Too 
v%k7i AK 
V- + 
Equation (20) gives the critical cathode junction 
voltage. where the cathode current density is just hiah 
enough to switch the device on. Combining equations 
and. (20)9 the boundary of the initial 'on' area 
appears at 
AV ITK, 
q 
Thusq the device will turn on initially from y Og 
ees Cate contactp to yy on* 
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The initial turned-on area for circular devices 
with circular emitter short patterns is T 
(ý I- , 
on Y, ý )I 
where r-2 is the radius of the outer edge of the gate 
isolation ringg see fig. 17a, and y on 
is the radius of 
the edge of the initial turned-on region* For the specially 
prepared rectangular devices used in this workt the 
initial turned-on area is# to a first approximationg 
Yon Lp where L is the width of the devices 
From equations 117) and (21)9 expressing y on 
in 
terras of y. 9 
1ý 
s1 
96 Vzr, 
Qn( 
Ull 
1) 
or 
N3 
on 
alternatively, from equation (21) 
Ap. 
-mk7l + (226) : Ij P?; 
" 
Ob 
I is assuned to be of sufficiently high value for y 9- Oil 
to be finite and positive* 
As can be seen from both equations (22a) and (22b)9 
the only external influencbs on the initial turned-on 
area are the input gate biases* For higher gate bias 
voltage*s, the initial turned-on area will be large;, 
Thusq as is well knoizng overdriving the gate improves 
0 
the di/dt capability of devices, Alsol fron. equations 
(22a) and (22b), the turned-on area 'will be determined 
1; 4 
by the parameters of the individual device such as. 
breakover current, the cathode area and shape of the 
devicel the saturation current densityv the emitter 
short geometry, the resistivity and geometry of the 
P-base layer. 
6.4. Comparison of diffusion models of Plasma spread as 
proposed by Bergman and by Longini and Ifelngailis. 
The previous sections described the calculation 
of the initial turned. -on area when switching on the thyristorg 
which is an important factor governina the total time 
required for the son' plasma to spread across the device, 
Anoýher factor which is equallys if not moreq important 
is the velocity of plasma spread, Chapter 2 outlined 
the two categories of theories on the plasma spreading 
velocityg viz. the diffusion model wd the lateral bias 
model, each of which has its own meritpo -A complete 
theory that can accurately describe the mechanism of 
plasma spreadq which includes both the effects of, carrier 
diffusion and lateral bias, is not known. However, it 
appeara to the author that the consideration of carrier 
diffusion throughout the spreadine process is essential 
while the influence of th*e lateral bias is important 
only in the initial period of plasma spread when the 
lateral field is high and the carriers are not yei in 
the atribipolar state, A theoretical ilivesti-ation will 
not be attempted here; however it would be Interesting 
to shour that the difl-u! iic)n model proposed by Loneini 
55 
and llelnl; ailis can bc werged into that proposed by Borg-man. 
As described*in-Chapter 29 Longini and Molneailis 
expressed the spreading velocity# based on the diffusion 
of CCLrriers down their concentration Cradientg as Civen 
in equation (1)t i. e. 
F IT VS =+ 
NF -T., 
and BerEnan expressed the spreading velocity in terms 
of load current rise-time as given in equation f2), 
i. e. 
A- 8 
These two equations cang however, be proved to 
be identical. Consider a thyristor which has just 
been turned on, with thP- plasma not yet having spread 
appreciably. We shall further assume an exponential 
decay of excess carriers from the 'on. ' to the 'off' 
region as shown in figure 20 with the carrier concentration 
in the font reGion taken to be uniform* Thusq the 
carrier concentration anywhere in the. lonl*region Is 
Not where N0 has the sienificance defined by Lonaini 
and liolneailis.. Also-t from the son' to the $off' 
55a 
regiont excess carrier concehtration is described by 
the equation# 
In =N, exp - 
'9 
p 
Lateral diffusion current density flowine from the 
'on$ to the 'off' region is therefore given byp 
zr = ____ -- L 
where D* is the ambipolar diffusion constant and is 
equaI to 
,,, and 
L is the diffusion length, 
As the boundary between the 'on? and the lofft 
region is defined at 'Y = Ot i. e. np=N0r lateral 
diffusion current density flowing from the tons to 
tho tofff regi6n should thus bo written as, 
L 
t40 
Taking absolute values, flux of carriers flowing from 
the sont to the 'off' region is thus 
ýý; o 
This is in fact referred to in the Longini and 
MeIngailis paper as 
Iz F Thereforev on the assumption 
that the co-ordinate system used by them miy be seen to 
provide a linear approximation, 
']ý* 
. 56 
or -1; 0 1-1 
alternatively, 
ZL 
The ratio can rea dily be evaluated to be of 
the order of 103 cm/sec. 'Comp4ring the first term and 
the second term of equation (I)p the first term is, as 
described, of the order of 103 cm/sec whereas the second 
term is of the order of 10 
2 
cm/sec. Therefore the 
spreading velocity given by equation (1) is mainly described 
by the first term. Thus approximatingg 
- 
ZL 
(23) 
Bergman defined vs tr as the fall from 90% to jo% 
of the excess carrier concentration from the 'on' reGion 
to the 'off$ region. 
At 90% of the excess carrier concentration cradientg 
C, exp - -L 
.L 
N3 =-L 6'. 
At 10% of tho excess carrier concentration gradientg 
Iný =0-1 >I = bl 
2L 
L 
's , -*i., ty =-1, ( k-r., o-I- Lm o- 
= 2,2ý L (24-) 
Putting equation (24) into equation (23)s 
-1 Fliv- 
Comparin- this with Berorzan's expression, i. e. 
4-8 t 
the difference between the two expressions is in the 
numerical coefficient. Aswe have iGnorad the second 
tern, in Lonaini and '21,1elngailis equation in the above 
derivationg a slightly higher value of spreadine velocity 
is expected for the model proposed by Longini. and 
Melngailis. Znclusion of a correction factor of value 
1.86 or 0-796 in the approximated equation of the- 
Loneini and jjelnGailis modelg i, o, 
simplifies their model to that of 13crGman's, Also, 
'58 
from the derivation of the model of LonCini and 
Melngailis to that of Bereman just shcwng it can 
be concluded that the key point In the diffusive 
model is to obtain the tail of the exponential 
decay, If one can obtain an estimate of Lp one could 
dispense with the rise-time of the load current pulse 
which night be difficult to measure, 
. 
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Devices with Diffusion- 
Average Spreading Velocity Between Probes 
Batch No. 
2 and 3 3 and 4* 
(run/psec) (mm/, usec) 
R393 S6 0.0313 0.029 
N5 sit 0.0231* - 
N6 S7 0.0285 - 
N208 s4 0-0478 0.023 
0 see figure 3 for numbering of probes 
TABLE 2: Summary of Plasma Spreading Velocity Results 
0 
0 
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Device Silicon Gold Cathode 
No. Thickness Doping Diameter 
1 0.018 in. None 1.19 in. 
2 0-007 in. Ifeavy 0.35 in. 
TABLE Design Details of the Test Devices that Shows 
Positive Feedback of the VBO Junction Capacitance 
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TABLE: 4a 
Device IQ9-IS6 (6) 
Probe No: 2 
Voltage across the device 7 volts 
a. c. current gain = ia/ ik 
Fre uenc q y 
KHz d. c. anode current 
ý3 mA 5, MA 7 mA 10. mA 
0,; 3, 0.38 0.496 o. 6o8 0-77 
o. 4 0-378 0.492 o. 6o_3 0-762 
0.5 0-375 o. 491 o. 6 0-76 
o. 6 0-373 o. 49 o. 6 0-753 
0-7 0-37 0.488 0-597 0-757 
o. 8 0.365 o. 48.5 0.593 0-753 
0.9 o. 
_162 
o. 48.3 0.59 0-75 
1 0.361 0.48 0-587 0-743 
2. 0.328 o. 44 o.! j4 0.693 
3 0.29 0.392 0.47 o. 6.3 
4 0.257 0.352 o. 44,1 0-57 
5 0f2.3 0.. 318 o. 407 0-517 
6 0121 '29 Of 0-373 0.497 
7 0119 0-27 0.35 o. 44: ) 
8 0-172 0,252 0.327 0.417 
9 o. 165 0,24 0-31 0-393 
10 o. 16 0.23 0.297 0-375 
15 0.1ý2 01191 0,253 0.32 
20 0.122 0-178 0,, 237 0,297 
30 0.119 o. 168 0,223 0.28 
Ao 0.119 o. 168 00223 0.28 
50 0.12 0-171 0.228 0.283 
60 0.122 0-172 0,23 0.287 
70 0.125 0-175 Os235 0.293 
80 0.128 0.181 0.238 0-0 
go 0-13 0.183 0.245 0-3 
100 0-13 0-185 0,245 0-303 
cp(vs 
m 
01119 0.3.68 0.223 0.28 pý o 
o. 686 0.66 0.63 0.633 
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TABLE: 4b 
DevLce Pý93S6 (6) 
Probe No: .3 
Voltage across the device =7 volts 
. a. c. current gain w ia/ ik 
Frequency 
KlIz d. c, anode current 
I mA 2' MA 4 mA 
0.3 o. 4.5 o. 66 0-78 o. 87 
o. 4 o. 45 o. 66 0-775 o. 866 
0-5 o. 45 0.655 0-775 0.866. 
o. 6 o. 44 o. 652 0-772 o. 86 
0.7 o. 44 o. 65 0.77 o. 86 
0.8 o. 4-15 o. 643 0-768 0.852 
0.9 o. 43 0.642 0-76,5 o. 848 
I o. 425 o. 6.3.5 0.758 0.845 
2 0.376 0-573 o. 692 0.781 
3 0.32 0.51 0.621 0.707 
4 0.28 o. 45 0-558 o. 64 
5 0.25 0.405 0-5 0.58 
6 0.225 o. 368 o. 46 0.532 
7 0.21 o. 34 o. 427 0.493 
8 0.19 0.318 o. 4 o. 465 
9 0.18 0.302 o. 38 o. 44 
10 0.17 0.29 0-362 0.425 
15 o. 145 0.25 0-313 b .3 63 
20 o. 136 0,235 0.295 0-34 
30 0., 13 0.225 0.281 0-32 
4o 0-13 0.225 0.281 0.32 
50 0.135 0.23 0.286 0.325 
60 o.. 14 0*235 0.292 0-335 
70 o. 14 0.24 0.297 0.34 
80 o. 145 0.24 0.3. 0.3113 
0.13 0.225 0.281 0-32 
Olr-rp 0-711 0.66 o. 637 0.63 
-1 
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TA13LE: 4c 
Device 
. 
1ý39-IS6 (6) 
Probe No: 4 
Voltage across the device = 12 volts 
a. c. current gain = ia/ik 
Fre uenc q y 
KHz d. co anode current 
5 mA 7 -21A 10 mA 15. mA 
0-3 Oo523 0.613 U- 637 ()obl7 
o,, 4 0-523 0.612 0.683 0-813 
0.5 0,52 0. *608 Oo682 0.813 
o. 6 0-517 o. 607 0,. 68 0,. 81 
0-7 0-517 o. 607 0.675 0.81 
0.8 0-507 o,. 6 o. 667 Oo8O7 
0.9 0-507 0.598 0.672 o. 8 
1 005 0-597 o. 667 o. 8 
2 o. 46 0-557 o. 633 0-763 
3 0.417 0.508 Oo592 0-717 
4 009 o,. 47 0-55 o. 68 
5 0-357 o,. 43 0-51 0.637 
6, 0-32.7 o. 4 o. 477 o. 03 
7 Oo3 0-375 o. 45 0.57 
8 0.282 0-357 0.433 o. 54 
9 0.268 0-34 o. 413 0-52 
10 0.257 0,325 0.394 o. 498 
15 Oý222 0-272 Oo343 0. 
* 
43 
20 0.209 0,258 0-32 0.407 
30 o. 196 0.242 0003 0-38 
4o 0-197 0,242 0-303 0-38 
5.0 0,2 0.246 0-303 oo: 383 
60 0.2o4 Oo25 001 009 
70 0.21 0*255 0017 Oo397 
80 0.21 0,255 0-32 
90 0,213 Oo26 Oo32: ) 
100 0.23.8 0*262 
0.196 0,242 0-303 0-38 
CAr"re o. 625 o. 05 0-559 0-537 
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, TABLE: 5a 
Device ? ýýS4 (6) 
Probe No: 
VoltaGe across the device = 10 volts 
a. c. current gain = ia/ ik 
Frequency 
KHz d. c. anode current 
5 -mA 7 10 mA 12, nA 
I o. 6.16 0-707 0.8 0,88 
2 o. 616 0-707 0.8 0,88 
3 o. 616 0-707 o. 8 0,88 
4 o. 616 0-707 0,8 0188 
5 o. 616 0-703 0.8 0.88 
6 o. 615 0-703 0.8 0.88 
7 0-613 0-7 0.8 o, 87 
8 0.61 0.697 0-796 0.865 
9 o. 05 0.686 0-791 o. 86 
10 0.6 041682 0-786 0-853 
15 0,58 0.657 0-76 0*82 
20 o. 56 0.64 0-735 0-795 
30 0-528 o. 61 0.696 o. 746 
4o 0,508 0.586 0.668 0-715 
50 0.! i 0-577 0.65 0-7 
. 
6o 0.5 0-577 0.65 0-7 
70 0-5 0-577 0.65' 0-7 
80 0.!; 0-577 0.65 0-7 
90 0.5 0-577 0.65 CL*7 
Oe V% PfN 
0-5 0-577 0.65 0-7 1 
0.188 
1 
0.1811 0.1875 0., -)05 
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TABLE: 
. 
5b 
Device N5s4 . (6) 
Probe No: 3 
Voltage across the device = 10 volts 
a. c. current gain = ia/ lk 
uenc Fre q y 
KHz d, c. anode current 
-5 7 '-mA 10 MA 14 mA. 
1 0.559 o. 644 0*74 0*81 
2 0.559 o. 644 0-74 0*81 
3 0.559 o. 644- 0-74 01,81 
4 0.559 o. 644 0-74 0081 
5 o. 5_56 o. 644 0-735 0.805 
6 0.553 0.63.5 0-728 0.8 
7 0.55 0.6-13 0-722 0-792 
8 0.545 9.63 0-717 0-785 
9 o. --543 
o. 625 0-71 0-78 
10 o. 54 o. 62 0.706 0-77 
15 0.525 o. 6 0.68-1 Oe74 
20 o. 5o6 0.585 o, 662 0,71 
30 o. 476 0-557 0.6-15 0.675 
4o o. 46 0-536 o. 615 0.6.5 
50 o. 45 0*523 o. 6 o. 64 
6o o. 45 0.523 o. 6 o, 64 
70 o. 45 0.523 o. 6, o. 64 
80 o. 45 0.523 o. 6 o. 64 
go o. 45 0.52.3 0.6 o. 64 
o. 45 0-5: 23 o') o. 61114 
0.195 0.188 00189 0* 21' 1 
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TABLE: 5c 
Device N-5s4 (6) 
Probe No: 4 
Voltage across the device = 10 volts 
ace current gain = 'a/-' k 
uenc Fre y q 
KHz d, c, anode current 
.5 MA 7 10 mA 12 mA 
1 0-53 o. 6o8 0.696 0-75 
2 005, o. 6o8 o. 696 0-75 
3 0.53 0.608 o. 693 0-745 
4 0.53 o. 6o6 0.688 0-74 
3 0., 525 o. 6o2 o. 687 0*735 
6 0152 0.6 o. 685 0--732 
7 0-517 0.595 0,682 0-73 
8 0*515 0.59 0.68 0-72.5 
9 0.509 0,58-3 0.673 0-72 
10 0.. 505 0-575 0.67 0-7-15 
15 o. 485 0-55 Ot645 0.692 
20 0.467 0.533 0.62 0.67 
30 o. 45 0-507 0-59 o. 635 
4o o. 4.36 o. 496 0-57 o. 61 
50 0.426 o. 49 o. 56 o, 6 
. 
60 0.4-23 o. 486 o. 56 o. 6 
70 o. 425 0.486 o. 56 o. 6 
80 o. 426 o. 49 0.56 o. 6 
go o. 426 o. 49 0.56- p. 6 
0.426 o. 49 o. 56 o. 6 
o. 196 o. 1'94 0*195 0,2 
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TABLE: 6a 
Device R393S6 (1) 
Probe No: -1 
Voltage across the device =8 volts 
a. c. current gain La/ ik 
F requency 
KHz d. ce anode current 
1 mA 2 
"oA mA 4-- 71A 
0.3 0.462 0-703 0.846 0.95 
o. 4 o. 458 o. 692 0.843 0.933 
0,5 o'. 449 o. 688 01832 0.93 
o. 6 o. 44 0.676 0.822 0,92 
0-7 o. 432 o. 667 o. 81! i 0-917 
o, 8 0.422 0.657 0-796 0.903 
0,9 o. 415 o. 64 0-785 0.887 
1 0.402 0.62.5 0-772 0.877 
2 0.299 o. 48 0,, 62 0-73 
3 0.229 0-376 O. h95 0.587 
4 0.18-3 0-309 0,412 OA93 
5 0-3-57 0.265 0-355 o. 43 
6 0,139 0*239 0*32 0-387 
7, 0.125 0,219 0*291 0058 
8 0.115 012 0,272 0.33 
9 0111 0.189 0.258 0-317 
10 0-103 0.18 0,248 0.303 
15 01,09 0.1,5! ý 0.216 0.267 
20 0.085 0.147 0,203 0,253 
30 0.082 0.142 0.198 0.243 
4o 0.082 o. 142 0.199 0* 2113 
50 0.087 o. 148 0,205 0,25 
6o 0.09 01151 0,209 0-257 
70 0.091 0-157 0.211 0,26 
80 0.091 o. 16 '0.218 0*263 
90 0.091 o. 16 0*219 09267 
100 0.091 o. 161 0*22 0,27 
Cx 
0.082 0.142 0.198 0*243 
0.823 0-798 0-766 0-7114 
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TABLE: 6b 
Devi ce R393S6 
Probe No: 4 
Voltage across the device = 12 volts 
a. c. current gain ia/ik 
F ' re quency 
KHz d. c. anode current 
2 mA j4 `mA 5 mA 6 MA 
0.3 o. 48.5 0-75 0.831 0.91 
o. 4 O. h8 0-74ý 0,825 0.91 
0-5 0.471 0-735 0.819 0'. 91 
o. 6 o. 465 0-73 o. 8o6 0-907 
0-7 0.455 0-717 0-792 o, 89 
0.8 o. 44.5 0-705 0-786 0.88-3 
0.9 o. 43-3 o. 69 0-775 0-87 
1 o. 423 o. 678 0-758 0.857 
2 0-31 0.538 o. 61 0-7 
3 0.236 o. 4-3 o. 49 0-577 
4 0.119 0-36 o. 411 o, 49 
5 o. 161 0-31 o. 368 o. 43 
6 o. 14 0*279 0. 
-318 
0.39 
7 0.128 0.2.54 0.291 0-358 
8 0.115 0,2.39 0.27 0-337 
9 0,108 0.22-3 -0.254 00313 
10 0.1 0*214 Oe241 0.3 
15 0.088 0.1871 0,202 0.253 
20 01081 0-17 . 0.19 0,214 
30 0-079 o. 161 0.18 0*23 
4o 0-079 o. 161 0*18 0.23 
. 
50 0.08 o. 163 0.185 0.2.3 
6o 0.081 o. 168 O.. lq 0 ., 2.3 8 
70 0.082 0-174 0.195 0.24.3 
80 0.085 0-178 0.198 0,247 
90 0.088 0.18 0.2 0,25 
100 0.089 0.181 0.291 0,25.3 
D( 0-079 o. 16i 0118 0,23 
01 0.837 0 -785 0-784 0-747 
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Devices with Diffusion 
Average Cýnpn, Value Between Dots 
Batch No. 
2 and 3 3 and 4 
R393 SG 0-345 0,319 
N5 S4 0-755 0-76 
N6 S7 0-778 0-77 
TABLE 7: Average 
a 
npnoValues Obtained at the 
Point of Switching 
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